You need to login to play. If you don’t have an
account, you will have to request one. Check out
http://www.buddwaur.com/battletails.html

Note, you can’t reset your password yet! So pick
one you won’t forget!

The Team Manager lets you manage your teams! You can have up
to 10 pre-made teams. You may spend up to the number of points
you have earned. You can edit your pets any time to try and beat
the next stage and earn more points.
Earn more
points to make
stronger teams!

Select your
team here!

Name your
team here!
Select a stage
to fight and
earn points!

Edit your pet
here!

You can chat
with your
friends!

Player duels are coming soon! Challenge
another player, take turns building a team,
and see who is truly the better team builder!
Tournaments will be fun with REAL prizes!

Adjust your pet’s
stats anyway you
like (as long as you
have the points!)

Scroll through the
available pets! We
know, not many yet!

Skills can really give
your pet a boost!
Select a slot to put a
skill there!

Pick what type of skills you are
looking at. You can give your
pet any type, but the cost
varies. (We know, more skills
please!)

Cost Adjustment tells you what
the cost increase is for picking the
skill in a slot it wasn’t meant for.
It can get expensive!

Rank up your skills to make
them more powerful… and cost
more..

The more rare the skill, the
stronger it is. And the more
expensive.
Save when done, or use No
Skill button if you decide you
want to remove a skill from a
slot.

Scroll through all the stages
you have unlocked. Which
may only be one when you
start.

Pick the pet to fight. You only
get points the first time you
win! Many stages will require
you to have the right team to
win.

Stage bosses are particularly
hard. Can you figure out their
weakness!?

That’s one tough bird! Hope
you don’t see this screen too
often!

